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rüffle sëll

rïddle kïss

Write the double letters to complete each word.

 1.

hi__

2.

gri__

3.

pa__le
 4.

sni__

5.

gra__

6.

mu__in
7.

mi__le

8.

ye__

9.

dre__
10.

she__

11.

pu__le

12.

spi__

We do

I do

The letters f, l, s, and d are often doubled in the middle or at the end of a 
word after a short vowel.
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1.  Do not make a fuss in the middle of the game.

2.  Mom got dressed and had coffee.  

3.  Doc hopes to pass the spelling test.

4.  I filled my plate with chicken and stuffing.

5.  We tossed a blanket on the grassy lawn.

6.  The fluffy kitten fell in the puddle.

7.  Press the button to open the door.

8.  Do you have a riddle to tell?

9.  The team yelled when the ball went into the goal. 

Circle the words that have a short vowel followed by ff, ll, ss, or dd. 

I do

We do

Spelling List

cliff

ruffle

baffled

spelling

dull

press

miss

hassle

tussle

saddle

cuddle

huddle
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Write the correct spelling word to complete each sentence.

miss  baffled  dull  hassle
spelling  ruffle  tussle  cuddle

1.  The mystery  us.

2.  Doc’s dress has a  on it.  

3.  The knife was too  to cut the bread.

4.  Frits is good at  long words.

5.  Packing for the trip was a big  .

6.  The Superkids will  Golly if he moves far away.

7.  We like to  with Golly. 

8.  Ettabetta and Alf got into a little  . 

I do

We do

3Unit 9 • Lesson 2
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When a suffix is added to the end of a word, it changes the word’s meaning. 
The suffix -ful means full of. The suffix -less means without.

 joyful = full of joy                 joyless = without joy

Add -ful or -less to each base word to form new words describing these characters.

We do

I do

 1.

Ms. Sparkle                    

joy
Ms. Sourpuss

2.

Dr. Help

pain
Dr. Hurt

 3.

Mary Messy

care
Nellie Neat

4.

Wimpyman

fear
Superman

5.

Fetcher

use
Lazybones

6.

Uncle Fixer

help
Uncle Klutzy

7.

Gert Gloom

hope
Wendy Wish

8.

Billy Bright

cheer
Donny Down
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1

2

3

4

5 6

7

8

9 10

11

Use these spelling words to complete the crossword puzzle.

Across
 2. to hold in a loving way
 4. something that’s annoying 
 5. to push down on something
 7. a seat for a horseback rider 
 9. not sharp 
 10. writing letters to make words
 11. very confused

Down
 1. a small fight
 3. to be sad someone is not with you
 4. to gather in a group 
 6. folded cloth that looks pretty
 8.  a high, steep area of land or rock

cliff  ruffle  baffled  spelling  dull  press
miss  hassle  tussle  saddle  cuddle  huddle
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1.  Why do Gus and Gert need to find a new home for Golly?  
 They’re moving to an apartment where dogs are not allowed.  
 Gert is allergic to dogs and Golly makes her sneeze.  
 Golly has been behaving badly.

2.   What does Ms. Blossom say the kids  
should do instead of moping?

 adopt Golly as their class pet   
 make a plan to find Golly a new home   
 find a new apartment for Gus and Gert

3.  Who do the Superkids write letters to?
 Gus and Gert   
 kids in other classes   
 their parents and other grown-ups

4.   Why do Lily and Alf want to take Golly to the apartment building? 
 to keep Golly out of Gus and Gert’s way   
 to help Golly make friends with other dogs    
 to show everyone what a good dog Golly is  

5.   Do you think the Superkids will find a home nearby for Golly?     
Why or why not?

 

 

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 6–15. Fill in the circle by the correct 
answer for 1–4 and write the answer for 5. Look back at your Reader if you need help.

66 Unit 9 • Lesson 5
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1.  How late do you stay awake each night?

2.  Tie the ribbon in a bow.

3.  Button your coat and wear a scarf. 

4.  Be sure to bring some mittens.

5.  Ask an adult for help.

6.  We ate popcorn and cotton candy.

7.  The note was from Frits.

8.  Children, please stop talking! 

9.  They drove far away in their car.

10.  We live in the United States of America. 

We do

I do

Sometimes a vowel sounds like ü but is spelled with a different letter. 
This sound is called a schwa. 

 away  hidden  from
 apart  mitten  wagon
 annoy  listen  apron

Read the sentences. Look at the words with pink vowels. Circle the word in each sentence 
with a pink vowel that stands for the sound ü.   

77Unit 9 • Lesson 6
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Look at each pair of pictures and read the words underneath.  
Write the word that has a, e, or o standing for the ü sound.

We do

1.  

chicken fence

2.  

strong dragon

3.  

banana apple

4.  

coat apron

5.  

pencil bitten

6.  

amount armchair

Spelling List

above

adult

against

America

amount

apart

happen

children

kitten

button

ribbon

cotton

I do

88 Unit 9 • Lesson 6
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Write these schwa words next to the correct definitions. Then underline the vowel that 
stands for the schwa in each word.  

 before  below  beside  belong  behind 
 adult  amount  above  apart  America
 cotton  button  kitten  children 

1.  not together = 2.  under = 

3.  grown person = 4.  small cat = 

5.  next to = 6.  United States = 

7.  a kind of cloth = 8.  how much = 

9.  fastens clothes = 10.  kids = 

11.  opposite of after = 12.  over = 

13.  not in front of = 14.  go together = 

We do

I do

Remember, sometimes a vowel sounds like ü but is spelled with 
a, e, or o. This sound is called a schwa. 

99Unit 9 • Lesson 7
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When two words are put together in a contraction, an apostrophe  
takes the place of the missing letters.

have   ’ve    is   ’s    am   ’m    has   ’s    are   ’re    would   ’d
     I’ve        he’s        I’m          she’s        they’re         we’d

Write the correct contractions on the lines to complete each sentence. 

1.   going to Ms. Gibson’s farm.  sitting by Golly. 

2.   a good dog. Golly will be happy living with Ms. Gibson. 

3.   very nice. Still, Gus and Gert are sad to part with Golly. 

4.   like to keep him.  going to miss him!  

5.    taking Golly to the farm. 

6.    going to like the animals a lot. 

7.    going to like him too. 

8.    be a perfect dog for Ms. Gibson. 

We do We are I am

She is

They would

I do He is

They are

He’ll

They’re

He’s

We’reWe do

I do

Write two words for each contraction.       

1010 Unit 9 • Lesson 8
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1.   It was fun to ride on  
a toboggan with the 

 ! 

Write these words to complete Golly’s thoughts.  

 adult  against  happen  children  apart

We do

I do

2.   I liked it when Brown Sugar 
bumped his nose 

 mine.

5.   I wonder what will   

  
in my new life at the farm.

3.   I will not like to be 

 
from the kids.

4.   But Ms. Gibson will 
be a nice   

 
for me to live with.

1111Unit 9 • Lesson 9
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6.   How much food does Golly need? 
I will ask Gus and Gert what  

 he gets.

Write these words to complete Ms. Gibson’s thoughts.  

 kitten  amount  button  ribbon  cotton

7.   Maybe I can get a   

 

for Golly to play with.

10.   Golly’s gifts look so 
nice all tied up with   

 .

8.  I will get a  

blanket for Golly’s new bed.

9.   It’s cold out! I hope the 
kids remembered to    

 
their jackets!

I do

1212 Unit 9 • Lesson 9
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1.  What did the people at Gus and Gert’s new apartment house say?  
 They said Golly was nice, but they could not change the rules. 
 They said Golly was not well-behaved and could not stay. 
 They said they liked Golly and maybe he could live there.

2.  How often will the kids see Golly after he moves to the farm?
 They will never see him again. 
 They will see him every weekend. 
 They will see him sometimes.

3.  How do the Superkids act during the ride to the farm?
 They are very quiet. 
 They cry about Golly. 
 They play games and joke around.

4.   Who is the only animal Golly  
does not make friends with?

 Brown Sugar, the horse 
 Baby, the goose  
 the pig

5.   Oswald drew a picture of the kids to give to Golly. Why does Oswald think 
this will make a good present?

 

 

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 16–27. Fill in the circle by the correct 
answer for 1–4 and write the answer for 5. Look back at your Reader if you need help.
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